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The Tao of Chip Kelly
Recounts the former Texas Tech coach's life and
accomplishments, reflecting on pivotal moments and
discussing his unorthodox approach to coaching.

Double T - Double Cross
Newly-minted Mississippi State head coach Mike
Leach tells his captivating story––from rural Wyoming
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to law
SWING YOUR SWORD is the first ever book by one of
the most fascinating and successful coaches in sports
today. A maverick who took an unlikely path to
coaching through law school, Mike Leach talks about
his unorthodox approach to coaching and the choices
that have brought him success throughout his career.
A lover of the game who started creating formations
and drawing his own plays as a kid, Leach took his
Texas Tech Red Raiders to numerous bowl games,
achieving the #2 slot in national rankings and being
voted 2008 Coach of the Year before being
unceremoniously fired at the end of the 2009 season.
The scandalous nature of his dismissal created a
media frenzy and began a personal battle between
Leach and his accusers that remains unresolved.

Play Like You Mean It
sports book

Swing Your Sword
Renowned NFL analysts' tips to make football more
accessible, colorful, and compelling than ever before
More and more football fans are watching the NFL
each week, but many of them don't know exactly
what they should be watching. What does the
offense's formation tell you about the play that's
about to be run? When a quarterback throws a pass
toward the sideline and the wide receiver cuts inside,
which player is to blame? Why does a defensive end
look like a Hall of Famer one week and a candidate for
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practice squad the next? These questions and
more are addressed in Take Your Eye Off the Ball 2.0,
a book that takes readers deep inside the perpetual
chess match between offense and defense. This book
provides clear and simple explanations to the
intricacies and nuances that affect the outcomes of
every NFL game. This updated edition contains recent
innovations from the 2015 NFL season.

Meat Market
Acclaimed author Michael Lee Lanning uncovers the
backroom dealings that led to the firing of Coach Mike
Leach and turned the Red Raider nation against the
Texas Tech administration -- P. [4] of cover.

Do You Love Football?!
The Big 12 has been defined by spread offenses for
years now but every level of football is coming to be
dominated by the "hurry-up, no-huddle" style of
spread. How did the Big 12 conference, with its
smaller populations and flyover country, become the
frontier for a trend that is defining modern football?

Stark Villains
JO LAROUCHE HAS lived her 13 years in the California
desert with her Aunt Lily, ever since she was dropped
on Lily’s doorstep with this note: This is Jo. Please
take care of her. But beware. This is a dangerous
baby. At Lily’s annual Christmas costume party, a
variety of strange events take place that lead Jo and
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out of California forever—and into the mysterious,
strange, fantastical world of Eldritch City. There, Jo
learns the scandalous truth about who she is, and she
and Lily join the Order of Odd-Fish, a collection of
knights who research useless information. Glamorous
cockroach butlers, pointless quests, obsolete
weapons, and bizarre festivals fill their days, but two
villains are controlling their fate. Jo is inching closer
and closer to the day when her destiny is fulfilled, and
no one in Eldritch City will ever be the same. From the
Hardcover edition.

The Order of Odd-Fish
Lincoln Riley: Quarterback Whisperer, Back-to-back
Big 12 champion, Head coach of the OU Sooners
Legendary University of Oklahoma head coach Bob
Stoops shook the college football world in 2017 when
he handpicked Lincoln Riley to be his successor at the
perennial powerhouse. At age thirty-three. In his first
three seasons at Oklahoma, Riley’s teams dominated
the Big 12 to reach the national semifinals each year,
and two of his quarterbacks—Baker Mayfield and
Kyler Murray—won the Heisman Trophy and were No.
1 overall picks by the Cleveland Browns and Arizona
Cardinals in the NFL draft. In Sooner, Brandon Sneed
charts Riley’s remarkable ascent from small-town star
quarterback in West Texas, to walk-on turned
assistant coach at Texas Tech, where he learned the
revolutionary Air Raid system from Mike Leach, to
offensive coordinator at East Carolina, to football titan
Oklahoma. It takes more than sheer talent to go toe
to toe with the brilliant strategists of the modern
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The University of Alabama’s Nick Saban,
University of Texas’s Tom Herman, and Ohio State’s
Urban Meyer—and Sneed shows how this
wunderkind’s commitment, grit, relationships, pain,
brains, and passion have empowered him to compete.
And win. More important than the zealous fans, the
intense rivalries, and the multimillion-dollar contracts,
are the human connections that lie at the heart of
Lincoln Riley’s triumphs as a coach. Sooner is not only
the story of a mastermind in the making, but also a
reminder of the many people who make each of us
who we are.

Sooner
"New York Times bestselling, award-winning historian
S.C. Gwynne tells the incredible story of how Hal
Mumme and Mike Leach--two unknown coaches who
revolutionized American football in the 1980s, 1990s
and 2000s--changed the way the game is played at
every level, from high school to the NFL"--

The Burning Bridge
Recounts the author's college football career at
Washington State University as the starting
quarterback, from how he came to the decision to
attend the school to the team's participation in the
1998 Rose Bowl against the country's top-ranked
team, Michigan.

Home Team
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modern day youth sports environment has taken
the enjoyment out of athletics for our children.
Currently, 70% of kids drop out of organized sports by
the age of 13, which has given rise to a generation of
overweight, unhealthy young adults. There is a
solution. John O’Sullivan shares the secrets of the
coaches and parents who have not only raised elite
athletes, but have done so by creating an
environment that promotes positive core values and
teaches life lessons instead of focusing on wins and
losses, scholarships, and professional aspirations.
Changing the Game gives adults a new paradigm and
a game plan for raising happy, high performing
children, and provides a national call to action to
return youth sports to our kids.

Above the Line
From the legendary Oklahoma coach, a candid and
inspiring memoir. When Bob Stoops took over as
football coach in 1999, the Oklahoma Sooners were in
disarray with back-to-back losing seasons. But in just
two years' time, Stoops achieved the seemingly
impossible: winning a national championship and
returning the struggling Sooners to their powerhouse
status, churning out NFL talent, Heisman Trophy
winners and conference championships, bowl wins
and national title runs on a regular basis. During his
18 seasons at OU, his record was a remarkable
190-48. At only age 56, at the peak of his career, he
stunned the college football world by walking away.
For the first time, Bob opens up about his career
alongside the evolution of the game itself. From his
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of Iowa, to his coaching apprenticeships under giants
like Hayden Fry, Bill Snyder, and Steve Spurrier,
Stoops recounts how the game he fell in love with as
a boy has evolved into a billion-dollar business often
compromised by recruiting wars, aggressive agents,
overzealous boosters and alumni, and the emergence
of the CEO head coach rather than mentor and
teacher. Bob holds nothing back while explaining why
it was time to step away from the game-and playershe still loves. Told with a rare combination of
sincerity, vulnerability, and pure heart, No Excuses is
both an engaging and eye-opening football memoir
and an unprecedented portrait of a coach of one of
the greatest legacy programs in the history of the
college game.

Aaron Hernandez
It was a humid, dark night. Sweat rolled down the
faces of several men. The Super Bowl Champions,
New England Patriots, found themselves in a dark
situation. With 5 seconds left on the clock, they were
losing. Tom Brady had one person in mind: his Pro
Bowl tight-end from Bristol, Connecticut, Aaron
Hernandez. 5 - 4 - 3, the ball left Brady's hand. 2 - 1Guilty of first degree murder.This is the story of a man
charged or linked to a multitude of heinous crimesone which left three victims gruesomely murderedwhile hiding behind his NFL helmet and shoulder
pads. He lived the American Dream; was a poster
child and the most celebrated son in the history of
Bristol. So the question remains: How did a kid, who
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top five tight-ends in the country, grow into such a
murderously angry man? Was it because he had CTE
(Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy) and was never
tested in time? And why does Bristol, the town that
time forgot, keep landing in the middle of his lurid
story?This is a page-turning thriller which is detailed
with facts surrounding a kid from Bristol who became
the killer we invited into our homes every Sunday.
Touchdown - game over. He sacrificed it allIf you
liked: The Patriot by James Patterson, you'll love this
book.

Soldiers First
Hate Me Now, Love Me Later
Miami Football Vault
Reviews "What do you get when you combine an
astrophysicist, a world champion backgammon
player, some respected economists and a few other
brilliant minds? This fascinating book and the reason
I'm hoping to watch Mike Leach on Saturdays instead
of coach against him on Sundays." -REX RYAN, Head
Football Coach, New York Jets "Sports for Dorks is an
exciting collection of ideas and trends shaping the
world of college football. Mike Leach proves, once
again, that he is a step ahead of the rest." -GIL
BRANDT, former Vice President of player personnel for
the Dallas Cowboys, current Senior Analyst for
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"One man's dork is another man's
intellectually curious, envelope pushing pioneer. Mike
Leach is the most original thinker I've met in three
decades as a sportswriter. With this provocative,
nourishing, all-you-can-eat buffet of intriguing ideas,
Leach reminds us why football needs him more than
he needs football." - AUSTIN MURPHY, senior writer,
Sports Illustrated About Sports for Dorks Sports for
Dorks College Football provides ground-breaking,
innovative content to readers seeking unique insights
into the world of college football. Co-edited by
National Coach of the Year Mike Leach and Ferhat
Guven, Sports for Dorks aims to address the
information needs of college football fans who seek a
deeper understanding about the game and its
intricacies. Sports for Dorks looks inside the mind of
Mike Leach, asks why football coaches deserve to be
paid more than the governors of their state, offers a
solution that would make the BCS system actually
work, and examines the rise of college football in
Great Britain, of all places. Readers learn why going
for it on fourth down generates wins and why punting
is, in most cases, a fool's errand. The book also
reveals how the no-huddle offense makes
conventional defensive statistics irrelevant, why
Davids pick on Goliaths, and how teams can improve
recruiting outcomes "simply" by looking a prospect in
the eye. Intriguing, complex, cutting-edge, and
provocative, this unique compilation is one ofthe
smartest sports books to hit the market this year.

Dixieland Delight
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Bowling Green and then at Utah, Florida, and Ohio
State, Urban Meyer has established himself as one of
the elite coaches in the annals of his sport, with three
national championships and a cumulative record of
142 wins and only 26 losses. But sheer statistics are
not the measure of his true accomplishment, nor do
they speak to his own extraordinary learning journey.
Now, in Above the Line, he offers to readers his
unparalleled insights into leadership, team building
and the keys to empowering people to achieve things
they might never have thought possible. Despite
winning two national championships at Florida in only
six seasons, Meyer stepped back from the game at
the end of the 2010 season, amid health concerns
and a growing awareness that his almost maniacal
pursuit of perfection was distorting his priorities,
distancing him from his family and taking him away
from the reasons he wanted to coach in the first
place. When he returned to the sport in 2012 as the
head coach at Ohio State, the school he grew up
rooting for, Meyer did so with a renewed sense of the
deeper purpose of his work and a profound
commitment to life balance that had previously been
lacking. What remained constant was his passion for
leading, teaching and motivating, forging his football
teams into a cohesive whole, playing for one another
with selfless commitment and uncommon intensity.
Ohio State's 2014 season was in many ways Urban
Meyer's master class in leadership. The world knows
how the story ended- with the Buckeyes capturing the
inaugural College Football Playoff Championship with
a 42-20 victory over Oregon, with the team's thirdstring quarterback at the helm, in only his third
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start. Few remember how it began- with a
bad early season loss that sent OSU out of the Top 20,
season-ending injuries at the most important position
on the team, and then, infinitely worse, the tragic
death of a teammate. But this team's resilience was
no accident. In Above the Line, Urban Meyer shares
with readers OSU's groundbreaking game plan-the
game plan he followed every day in the Buckeyes'
historic 2014 season-for creating a culture of success
that engages and inspires the people around them A
student of psychology long before he became a
coach, Meyer believes that trust is the bedrock of
great achievements and healthy relationships, and
explains how to build it, step by step-- whether in a
team, a family, or a Fortune 500 company. With trust
in place, a deep bond unites us in common purpose,
and cultivates what he calls "Above the Line"
behavior - a learned, empowered response to the
challenges we face every day. Writing with his
customary candor and humility, Meyer delivers
insights both practical and profound-and applicable
far beyond the football field. Packed with real-life
examples from a storied season, Above the Line offers
wisdom and inspiration for

Determined Look
“Having studied Kelly's time at Oregon extensively,
Saltveit has written the book on Kelly. Literally.”
—Dan Graziano, ESPN. During his four years as
football coach at the University of Oregon, Chip Kelly
led the previously unheralded Ducks to a 46-7 record.
But Chip Kelly's method goes a lot deeper than his
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defense and lightning-fast, no-huddle
offense. What is behind Chip’s astonishing success?
It's a lot more than just plays and tactics. Now that
he's in the NFL as head coach of the Philadelphia
Eagles, this book looks at the remarkable philosophy
and innovative management strategies that Chip
Kelly uses to build elite teams—strategies that every
leader or business manager can employ to make their
own brand a champion. “He just thinks so differently
than anyone I’ve ever met.” —Oregon assistant
coach, John Neal "Saltveit lays out a clear picture of
how Kelly operates." —Bob Ford, Philadelphia Inquirer
"Great stuff! Highly recommend. Must read for
Eagles/football fans. Will read it every year headed
into our preseason." —Brian Flinn, wide receivers
coach, Villanova

Swing Your Sword
How does an underdog become a champion? One of
the most innovative, gutsy, and dynamic head
coaches in the NFL reveals the strategies behind
building the Eagles team that shocked the world by
winning the Super Bowl. Doug Pederson is the very
definition of an underdog. He was an undrafted rookie
free agent who would go on to play fourteen years in
the NFL as a backup quarterback. He was cut five
times, yet kept getting back up and into the fray. He
would win one Super Bowl, with the Green Bay
Packers. When he retired, he decided to coach, but
not at the pro level. Instead, he was head coach of
Calvary Baptist Academy in Shreveport, Louisiana.
After a successful four-year stint there, he returned to
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NFL as an assistant coach under Andy Reid with
the Eagles and the Kansas City Chiefs, where he was
instrumental in the development of quarterback Alex
Smith and his string of 3,000-plus-yard seasons of
passing. When he was offered the job as head coach
of the Eagles, he jumped at it, though few thought he
would succeed. In the first season, a year of
rebuilding, they finished 7-9. Some doubted his
abilities, and before the 2017 season, one "expert"
called Pederson the least qualified coach in thirty
years. Plagued by the sidelining of seasoned players
and devastated by quarterback Carson Wentz's
season-ending knee injury, the Eagles managed a
13-3 record and home-field advantage in the playoffs.
Yet they were still the underdogs in every single
game, including the Super Bowl, against the New
England Patriots, one of the greatest dynasties in the
history of the NFL. It wasn't until they stunned the
Patriots that people finally believed in Pederson and
his team. In Fearless, Pederson reveals the principles
that guided him through the ups and downs and
tough times of his career, and what it took to become
a champion. Through it all, Pederson sustained
himself with his faith and the support of his family. He
shares the defining stories of his life and career,
growing up with his disciplinarian Air Force dad and
his tender-hearted mom, developing friendships with
Dan Marino and Brett Favre, and learning from
mentors, such as Don Shula, Mike Holmgren, and
Andy Reid, who helped mold him into the man and
coach he is today. Fearless captures Pederson's
coaching and leadership philosophies and reveals the
brilliant mind and indomitable spirit of a man who has
entered the pantheon of great coaches.
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Sports for Dorks
"Remember Why You Play" documents the lives,
struggles, and triumphs of the players and coaches of
Faith Christian School in Grapevine, Texas. Thomas
follows the team for a full season, recording a story
that is sure to inspire readers to understand that
relationships are more important than winning.

Ballad of Reading Gaol
"Provide a practical, example-based resource for flow
cytometry"--Provided by publisher.

The Perfect Pass
“In the hands of Mike Leach and Buddy Levy, the
story of this brilliant Apache leader comes into sharp
focus, both in their narrative of his life and in spirited
commentaries on its meaning” (S.C. Gwynne, author
of Pulitzer Prize finalist Empire of the Summer Moon).
Playing cowboys and Indians as a boy, legendary
college football coach Mike Leach always chose to be
the Indian—the underdog whose success turned on
being a tough, resourceful, ingenious fighter. And the
greatest Indian military leader of all was Geronimo,
the Apache warrior whose name is so symbolic of
courage that World War II paratroopers shouted it as
they leaped from airplanes into battle. Told in the
style of Robert Greene’s The 48 Laws of Power,
Leach’s compelling and inspiring book examines
Geronimo’s leadership approach and the timeless
strategies, decisions, and personal qualities that
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made
landscape, Geronimo and his band faced enemies
better armed, better equipped, and more numerous
than they were. But somehow they won victories
against all odds, beguiling the United States and
Mexican governments and earning the respect and
awe of those generals committed to hunting him
down. While some believed that Geronimo had
supernatural powers, much of his genius can be
ascribed to old-fashioned values such as relentless
training and preparation, leveraging resources,
finding ways to turn defeats into victories, and being
faster and more nimble than his enemy. The tactics of
Geronimo would be studied and copied by the US
military for generations. Pain, pride, humility,
family—many things shaped Geronimo’s life. In this
“compelling book that humanizes a man many
misunderstood” (New York Times bestselling author
Brian Kilmeade), Mike Leach illustrates how we too
can use the forces and circumstances of our own lives
to build true leadership today.

No Excuses
“Coach Brown is 1 of 1. A total original. Watching him
on Last Chance U was the most interesting thing on
TV since The Sopranos. He's the Tony Soprano of
football.” Michael Rapaport Actor/Comedian “JB was
the first QB I coached at Compton College. Jason's
father came to me to make sure I would look after
him and I took that task on head first and with honor.
Jason not only became my first All-American QB, he
went on and did everything he said he would. This
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book
emotional, and 100% invested in the WIN.” Coach
Cornell Ward Former Head Coach Compton
Community College “I did not have a single college
scholarship offer coming out of high school. Jason
Brown saw potential in me when no one else did. He
helped teach and mold me into a future NFL QB.”
Brad Sorensen Quarterback San Diego Chargers
Tennessee Titans Minnesota Vikings “Jason and I have
known each other for twenty years. I coached against
Jason while he was a player and together on the same
staff. The general public does not know how caring
and committed he is to the well-being of his players.
Many outside of his circle fail to ascertain this quality
in him but once you get to know JB, you will
appreciate Jason Brown.” Marguet Miller Head
Football Coach West Los Angeles College

Practical Flow Cytometry in Haematology
There is no college ball more passionate and
competitive than football in the Southeastern
Conference, where seven of the twelve schools boast
stadiums bigger than any in the NFL and 6.5 million
fans hit the road every year to hoot and holler their
teams to victory. In September 2006, popular sports
columnist and lifelong University of Tennessee fan
Clay Travis set out on his "Dixieland Delight Tour."
Without a single map, hotel reservation, or game
ticket, he began an 8,000-mile journey through the
beating heart of the Southland. As Travis toured the
SEC, he immersed himself in the bizarre game-day
rituals of the common fan, brazenly dancing with the
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wife at a Vanderbilt frat party, hanging
with University of Florida demigod quarterback Tim
Tebow, and abandoning himself totally to the ribald
intensity and religious fervor of SEC football.
Dixieland Delight is Travis's hilarious, loving,
irreverent, and endlessly entertaining chronicle of a
season of ironic excess in a world that goes a little
crazy on football Saturdays.

Squib-Kick It to a Fat Guy
"Determined Look: Stories of a Youth Football
Coaching Legend" is written by Three Year Letterman,
a thirty-nine-year old college dropout who lives in a
Northeast Georgia. He is the coach of a youth football
dynasty. Unlike many youth sports coaches, Coach
Letterman angrily rejects the notion that the purpose
of youth sports is to have fun. He instead adopts a
win-at-all-costs approach. This sometimes involves
him intentionally trying to make players quit,
recruiting players that he knows are too old for the
league, and "altering" residency papers. Coach
Letterman is also very proud of the fact that he "rakes
in $29.35 an hour plus bennies and a cell phone" and
"lives in an apartment complex with a pool and
computer lab." He lettered for three years in high
school football at wide receiver. He still wears his
letter jacket to this day and stands in the student
section when he watches high school football games.
He's also a rabid University of Georgia football fan
who takes takes pride in the fact that he barks at
opposing fans. This book includes twenty-eight
chapters of Coach Letterman offering youth coaching
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and opining on a variety of topics. Topics include
"How to Attend a High School Football Game and PostGame Field Party in Style," "Turning the Local School
System from Adversary to Co-Conspirator," and "How
to Dominate a Deposition."

Fourth Down and Life to Go
Miami football's first season was delayed by the
howling winds of The Great Miami Hurricane in 1926.
From those humble beginnings rose a team that
gathered in intensity until there were whole decades
where it seemed as though nothing could stop it.

Flyover Football
When Jon Gruden asks his Tampa Bay Bucs, "Do you
love football?!" it's to remind them why they pull on
their shoulder pads every Sunday morning. It's not
about the money or the fame; it's about their passion
for what they do. And passion is something that has
fueled Gruden's entire career. From his college
playing days and his climb through the coaching
ranks -- from college to assistant coaching jobs with
the NFL's elite teams, to his first head coach job with
the Oakland Raiders, and finally, with the Tampa Bay
Bucs -- his meteoric rise is unparalleled. Underneath it
all, though, he's just a humble, hardworking, nononsense guy who has no hobbies: "I'm not a scratch
golfer. I don't know how to bowl. I can't read the stock
market. Hell, I have a hard time remembering my
wife's cell phone number. But I can call 'Flip Right
Double X Jet 36 Counter Naked Waggle at 7 X Quarter'
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in my
Gruden provides insight into what makes him tick. Do
You Love Football?! is an intimate look at his life as a
player, coach, and head coach, as well as the
principles that have made him the hottest coach in
the NFL.

Changing the Game
The first edition of Coaching Team Defense was
printed over 20 years ago. Yet, the lessons within it
remain vital for football coaches to this day. In fact,
the lessons contained in this book may be more
important to today's football coach than they were
even at the time of the first printing of the book.
Coaching Team Defense is widely regarded as one of
the best defensive football manuals ever written. The
book reinforces the belief that Fritz Shurmur was a
mastermind in building great defensive teams. A
proponent of coaching with simplicity, this revised
edition delves into team defense basics and the
guiding principles of team defense. Coach Shurmur's
ability to think beyond the traditional envelope has
inspired and guided football coaches for decades. This
revised edition of this classic book offers several new
features, including a DVD in which Coach Shurmur
shares his insights and observations on the key
factors involved in coaching sound team defense.
Topics covered in this book include: Goals and
Objectives Personnel: Physical Qualifications
Personnel: Mental Qualifications Defending the Run
Defending the Pass Pass Coverage Zone Pass
Coverage Man Pass Coverage Nickel Defenses
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The Odyssey of Homer
The head coach of the New York Jets shares the
lessons he has learned in leadership and motivation
throughout his career, recounting colorful stories from
his work with the Jets and the Ravens as well as
memories about his father, NFL coach Buddy Ryan.

Fearless
Epic poetry at its finest Beowulf is one of the most
studied and praised English classic. Originally written
over a thousand years ago, the story celebrates
Beowulf, a young Swedish nobleman who has battled
monsters and dragons to keep his people safe. This
Xist Classics edition has been professionally
formatted for e-readers with a linked table of
contents. This eBook also contains a bonus book club
leadership guide and discussion questions. We hope
you’ll share this book with your friends, neighbors and
colleagues and can’t wait to hear what you have to
say about it. Xist Publishing is a digital-first publisher.
Xist Publishing creates books for the touchscreen
generation and is dedicated to helping everyone
develop a lifetime love of reading, no matter what
form it takes

Coaching Defensive Football
The international bestselling series with over 5 million
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of Araluen has prospered, with the evil lord Morgarath
safely behind the impassable mountains. For years,
its people have felt secure. but the scheming hand of
the dark lord has not been idle. . . . on a special
mission for the rangers, will and his friend Horace, an
apprentice knight, travel to a neighboring village and
discover the unsettling truth: All the villagers have
either been slain or captured. but why? Could it be
that Morgarath has finally devised a plan to bring his
legions over the supposedly insurmountable pass? if
so, the king?s army is in imminent danger of being
crushed in a fierce ambush. And will and Horace are
the only ones who can save them. Perfect for fans of
J.R.R. Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings, T.H. White’s The
Sword in the Stone, Christopher Paolini’s Eragon
series, and George R. R. Martin’s Game of Thrones/A
Song of Ice and Fire series. From the Trade Paperback
edition.

Geronimo
The author records more than a year spent with
University of Mississippi football coach Ed Orgeron as
a "fly on the wall" in the "war room" and at U.M.'s
Indoor Practice Facility.

Beowulf
After seven hundred years of life, Marguerite
Argeneau finally has a career. Well, the start of one,
anyway. She's training to be a private investigator,
and her first assignment is to find an immortal's
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mother.
wakes up one evening to find herself at the wrong
end of a sword. Now she realizes she's in way over
her head. Julius Notte wants to protect Marguerite,
and not because someone just tried to take her head
off. She doesn't know it yet, but she's his lifemate and
he's determined to woo her. It's been over five
hundred years since he last courted a woman, but
surely the techniques haven't changed. Now if only he
can keep her alive - so to speak - so they can have
that happily-ever-after.

596 Switch
Anyone can master the fundamentals of game design
- no technological expertise is necessary. The Art of
Game Design: A Book of Lenses shows that the same
basic principles of psychology that work for board
games, card games and athletic games also are the
keys to making top-quality videogames. Good game
design happens when you view your game from many
different perspectives, or lenses. While touring
through the unusual territory that is game design, this
book gives the reader one hundred of these lenses one hundred sets of insightful questions to ask
yourself that will help make your game better. These
lenses are gathered from fields as diverse as
psychology, architecture, music, visual design, film,
software engineering, theme park design,
mathematics, writing, puzzle design, and
anthropology. Anyone who reads this book will be
inspired to become a better game designer - and will
understand how to do it.
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Take Your Eye Off the Ball 2.0
The Art of Game Design
Recounts the former Texas Tech coach's life and
accomplishments, reflecting on pivotal moments and
discussing his unorthodox approach to coaching.

Swing Your Sword
Head Ball Coach
An inside look into the 2011 season of the West Point
football team reveals the unique pressures and
expectations that make a year of Army football so
much more than just a tally of wins and losses.
60,000 first printing.

Remember Why You Play
The New York Times bestseller that's "heaven in
hardcover" (New Orleans Times-Picayune) for Saints
fans. In the devastation of Hurricane Katrina, no
symbol of disaster was more potent than New
Orleans' Superdome: it became a horrific shelter of
last resort where the utterly desperate rode out the
storm. Four years later, in that very stadium, the New
Orleans Saints won the NFC championship and earned
their first-ever trip to the Super Bowl, where they
defeated the favored Indianapolis Colts 31-17. This is
the inspirational true story of a city recovering from
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disaster
seen through the eyes of the coach who would help
elevate them both to long- forgotten greatness.

Vampire, Interrupted
Now in paperback with a new afterword, the New York
Times bestseller by college football's most colorful,
endearing, and successful pioneer, Steve Spurrier, in
which he shares his story of a life in football--from
growing up in Tennessee to winning the Heisman
Trophy to playing and coaching in the pros to leading
the Florida Gators to six SEC Championships and a
National Championship to elevating the South
Carolina program to new heights--and coaching like
nobody else. He's been called brash, cocky, arrogant,
pompous, egotistical, and hilarious, but mostly he's
known as the Head Ball Coach, a self-ordained term
introduced to the lexicon of football by none other
than the man himself, Steve Spurrier. He is the only
coach who can claim to be the winningest coach at
two different SEC schools and the only person who
has won both the Heisman Trophy as a player and a
National Championship as a coach. Or who has won a
Heisman and coached a Heisman winner. From the
beginning, Spurrier didn't want to sound like other
coaches, dress like other coaches, and, especially,
coach like other coaches. As a controversial football
pioneer, he ushered in a different style of leadership
and play. Spurrier's press conferences were
glorious--he refused to lapse into coachspeak and was
always entertaining, although he took his football very
seriously. He was known for his fierce
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competitiveness,
roaming up and down the sidelines,
often throwing his signature visor to the ground in
disgust. In his memoir, Spurrier talks for the first time
about the circumstances under which he
unexpectedly became a coach and why he resigned
at South Carolina. He explains his unique style, the
difference between winners and losers, his
relationship with the media, why he follows the
wisdom of ancient philosophers and warriors, his
affinity for everything taught by John Wooden, and
the reasons behind his relaxed regimen for living well.
Spurrier, as always, speaks candidly, bringing
together his thoughts about his words, actions, and
achievements, while telling countless wonderful
anecdotes.
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